
Frequently Asked Questions

What grades does Liger serve?
�ើ��ហ�ឺផ�ល់�រអប់រ��ប់ពីក��ិត�?

Liger is a secondary school for Grades 7-12 inclusive. We are only enrolling new students in
Grade 7 for the 2024/2025 school year.
��ហ�ឺ ���ក��ិតបឋមភូមិនិងទុតិយភូមិ ប��ៀនពី���ក់ទី៧ ដល់ទី១២។ ��ទទួលចុះ

���ះសិស��ថ�ីចូល�ៀន���ក់ទី៧ ស���ប់���ំសិក��២០២៤-២០២៥។

How do I apply to Liger?
�ើខ��ំ��ើដូច���ច�ើប�ច�ក់�ក��ចូល�ៀន�����ហ�ឺ�ន?

Click here for our admissions process.
សូមចុចចូលទី��ះស���ប់ដំ�ើរ�រចុះ���ះចូល�ៀន។

Is there a test required to apply to Liger?
�ើ��ត���វឲ��សិស��នុសិស����ឡងចូល�ៀន��រឬ��?

No, there is currently no test required as part of our application process.
អត់�� បច��ប��ន���ះ��មិនត���វឲ���ន�រ��ឡងក��ងដំ�ើរ�រ�ក់�ក����។

Howmuch is tuition at Liger? Are there any additional fees?
�ើត���សិក��បុ៉���នក��ងមួយ���ំ? �ើយ�នត���អ�ីប���ម�ៀត��?

For academic year 2024/2025, the tuition at Liger is $13,500. There is also an annual
capital fee of $1,500.
ស���ប់���ំសិក�� ២០២៤-២០២៥ ត���សិក��គឺ ១៣៥០០ដុ���រ���រ�ក និងត���រដ��លគឺ

១៥០០���រ���រ�ក។

What type of curriculum does the school provide?
�ើ��ផ�ល់កម�វ�ធីអប់រ�អ�ីខ�ះ?

Liger has its own curriculum, which has been developed over the last decade, and has been
recognized nationally and internationally. Click here for more details.

https://www.ligeracademy.org/admissions-2024/
https://www.ligeracademy.org/programs/educational-model/


��ហ�ឺ�នកម�វ�ធីអប់រ���ល�ៀបចំនិងចង��ង�យ��អស់រយៈ��ល�ងមួយទស��វត��រ�មក

�ើយ ��ល���វ�នទទួល���ល់�ំង���ក់�តិនិងអន�រ�តិ។

សូមចូលទី��ះ�ើម��ី���ងយល់ប���ម។

What subjects does Liger teach?
�ើ��ហ�ឺ�ន��ៀនមុខវ����អ�ីខ�ះ?

We offer a cutting-edge curriculum that includes core foundational subjects in STEEAM
(Science, Technology, Entrepreneurship, Engineering, Art, Math) as well as project-based
learning that encourages students to develop critical thinking, leadership and soft skills.
Click here for more information about our subjects.
កម�វ�ធីសិក����ល��កប�យវ��ល�ព ផ�ល់នូវមូល���ន��ឹះ���ងរ�ង�ំ រួម�នមុខវ����

(វ�ទ������ ប���កវ�ទ�� សហ��ិន�ព វ�ស�កម� សិល��ៈ និង គណិតវ�ទ��)  

��ម�ំង�នប���លនូវកម�វ�ធីសិក���ម��បគ���ង ��លផ�ល់ឱ�សឲ��សិស��នុសិស�� �ច

ប��ើនសមត��ពក��ង�រ��ិះរ�ះពិ�រ� �ព�អ�កដឹក�ំ និងជំ�ញទន់។

សូមចូលទី��ះ�ើម��ី���ងយល់ប���ម

What is the language of instruction?
�ើ�រប��ៀន��ើ���ស់��អ�ី?

Liger is an English immersion school, so students engage in all of their courses in English,
except for their mandatory Khmer Language Arts classes, which are four hours per week.
Applicant English proficiency level is not a barrier to admission.
�ល់មុខវ������ល����ហ�ឺប��ៀនគឺ��ើ���ស់��អង់���ស �ើក��ង�� មុខវ����

�អក��រ�ស�����រ ��ល���វ�នប���លក��ងក��ងកម�វ�ធីសិក��៤���ង ក��ងមួយស���ហ៍។ 

ក��ិត��អង់���ស មិន��ន�ឧបសគ�ចំ�ះ�រចូល�ៀន�ះ��។

What are the backgrounds of your education team?
�ើ��ុមសិក��អប់រ� �នលក�ណៈសម��ត�ិ���ងដូច���ច?

Liger prides itself on recruiting and retaining a diverse staff of Cambodian and overseas
educators. We have recruited teammembers from all over the world.

https://www.ligeracademy.org/programs/educational-model/


��ហ�ឺ �ន�ទក�ពចំ�ះ�រ��ើស��សបុគ�លិក និងរក��បុគ�លិក��ល�នលក�ណៈ

សម��ត�ិពិ��ស�ៀងខ��ន �ំងជន�តិ���រ និងបរ��ស។

���ន��ើ�រ��ើស��សបុគ�លិកអប់រ�មកពីប�������សទូ�ំងពិភព�ក។

What is the student-teacher ratio at Liger?
�ើស���� រ�ង���និងសិស�����ងដូច���ច �����ហ�ឺ?

The ratio is 1 education teammember for every 8 students.
ស����គឺ �នអ�កស��បស���លអប់រ�(�ក���អ�ក���) ១�ក់ ស���ប់សិស��៨�ក់។

What are the graduation requirements at Liger?
�ើ��ើដូច���ច�ើម��ីទទួល�នស���ប��ប��ប់�រសិក�������ហ�ឺ�ន?

Liger is a four-year diploma. Students do not need to sit the Grade 9 or Grade 12 exams.
Please click here for specific graduation requirements.
��ហ�ឺផ�ល់ស���ប��ស���ប់�រសិក��រយៈ��ល៤���ំចុង���យ។

សិស��នុសិស��មិនត���វឲ����ឡង���ក់�តិ (���ក់ទី៩ ឬទី១២) ��។

សូមចុចទី��ះ�ើម��ីទទួល�នព័ត៌�នពិ���រអំពីលក�ខណ�

�ើម��ីទទួល�នស���ប����លប��ប់�រសិក��។

What type of diplomawill Liger graduates earn?
�ើស���ប��អ�ីខ�ះ��លសិស��នុសិស��នឹងទទួល�ន?

Liger graduates earn a Liger diploma. It is recognized by the Ministry of Education, Youth
and Sport, allowing students to apply for any Cambodian universities, and has been
recognized by prominent universities in more than ten countries around the world.
សិស����លប��ប់�រសិក��ពី����ហ�ឺទទួល�នស���ប��របស់����ហ�ឺ។

ស���ប����ះទទួល���ល់�យ��សួងអប់រ� យុវជន និងកី�

��ល�ចឲ��សិស���ក់�ក��ចូល�ៀន�ន��មសកលវ�ទ��ល័យ��ក��ង����សកម���

និងទទួល���ល់�យសកលវ�ទ��ល័យល��ីៗ�ង១០����សក��ងពិភព�ក។

What college or university can I apply for after graduation?
�ើម�វ�ទ��ល័យ ឬសកលវ�ទ��ល័យ�ខ�ះ��លខ��ំ�ច�ក់�ក��ចូល�ៀនបន��នប���ប់ពី

ប��ប់�រសិក��?

https://www.ligeracademy.org/programs/evaluation-and-graduation/


With a Liger diploma, students can apply directly to any university in the world. Liger has
over fifty graduates studying in ten different countries outside of Cambodia, as well as over
20 graduates in Cambodian universities.
សិស����លទទួល�នស���ប��ពី����ហ�ឺ

�ច�ក់�ក���យ���ល់�សិក���សកលវ�ទ��ល័យ�មួយក��ងពិភព�ក�ន។

����ហ�ឺ�នអតីតសិស��នុសិស���ង៥០�ក់��លកំពុងបន��រសិក��ក��ង១០

����ស����ងៗ������ពី����សកម��� �ើយក៏�នអតីតសិស��ចំនួន២០�ក់កំពុងសិក��ក��ង

����សកម���ផង��រ។

What are the school day hours?
�ើក��ងមួយ���សិស�� សិក��បុ៉���ន���ង? 

The school day runs from 8am-5pmMonday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday. Students are
required for only a half day onWednesdays, 8am-12pm.
សិស���ប់��ើមចូល�ៀន �ប់ពី���ង៨ៈ០០��ឹក ដល់ ៥ៈ០០���ច ស���ប់���ចន� អ���រ ��ហស��ត�

និង���សុ��។ ចំ��កឯ ��� ពុធវ�ញ សិស�� ត���វឲ���ៀន ��ឹម �� កន�ះ ��� បុ៉���ះ គឺ�ប់ពី���ង ៨ៈ០០

��ឹក ដល់១២ៈ០០ �����ង់។

Do you offer transportation to and from school?
�ើ��ផ�ល់���ដឹកជ���នសិស�� �និងមក����រឬ��?

Yes. �ទ/�ស៎

Do you have a canteen at school?
�ើ���ន��រ���ន��រឬ��?

Yes. �ទ/�ស៎

Are arts and physical education part of the Liger curriculum?
�ើ���នមុខវ����សិក�� សិល��ៈគំនូរ និងអប់រ��យ��រឬ��? 

Creative Arts and Physical Education are both a large part of the Liger curriculum.
មុខវ���� �����ឌិត��បសិល��ៈ គំនូរ និងអប់រ��យគឺ��រយកចិត�ទុក�ក់ខ�ស់របស់��។

Are there after-school activities offered?
�ើ���នកម�វ�ធីអ�ី����ង����យ���ងសិក����រឬ��?



Liger offers a range of creative arts opportunities and sports, which are all included in the
Wednesday academic schedule.
��ហ�ឺ ផ�ល់នូវឱ�សសិក���ើមុខវ������បសិល��ៈ�����ឌិត និងអប់រ��យ���ើន

��ល���វ�នប���ល�ក��ង�លវ��គសិក������ពុធ។


